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BUOYANT ANTIdSLOSN SYSTEM 
David A. Evensen and John P. Raney, Newport News, 
Va., assignors to the United States of America as repre- 
sented by the Administrator of the National Aero- 
nautics and Soace Administration 
Another object of the preseni invention is a flotation 
unit adapted to remain on the surface of a liquid fuel in 
a tank at all fuel levels to inhibit vibration or sloshing 
of the liquid fuel. 
According to the present invention the foregoing and 
other objects are attained bv providing. in combination 
Filed geb. 24, 1967, Ser. No. 619,519 within a liquid fuel tank, 3otation-'unit adapted to 
Int. C1. B64g 9/00; B65d 87/12 remain on the surface of the liquid fuel at all fuel levels. 
U.S. C1.137-582 2 Claims A baffle structure is provided depending from the flotation 
,, unit and adapted to remain submerged in the liquid fuel 
ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A" 
to damp outslosh modes of the liquid as slosh-inducing 
forces are applied to the fuel tank. Thus. when slosh- 
A buoyant anti-slosh system using submerged baffles producing forces are applied to the tank, as'in maneuver- 
to inhibit liquid sloshing in a container as the container ing of the vehicle, the liquid surface of the propellant 
is subjected to forces normally inducing liquid movement 16 tends to vibrate or slosh, but the flotation unit is also 
relative to the container. caused to move. Since the surface floating unit is attached 
to submerged baffle structure, this is also set into motion 
and movement of the submerged baffle structure is resisted 
The invention described herein was made by employees by the fluid beneath the surface. This resistance or damp- 
of the United States Government and may by manufac- 20 ing force on the submerged baffle structure inhibits its 
tured and used by or for the Government without the pay- motion and nmvement of the surface flotation unit as 
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor. well as liquid slosh is consequently retarded. The surface 
This invention relates to an anti-slosh system for damp- flotation unit is also provided with surface baffles which, 
ing the slosh normally occurring in a liquid container as in turn, restrain the motion of the liquid surface and 
the container is transported from one site to another. The 26 sloshing of the liquid surface is thereby inhibited. Stated 
invention relates particularly to a system for inhibiting differently, motions of the liquid surface are transmitted 
liquid propellant sloshing and swirl in the tanks of liquid- to the fluid below the surface by means of the buoyant- 
propellant rockets during flight. baffle system of the present invention. This transfer of 
Liquid sloshing is a problem in the transporting of any motion gives rise to an agitated or turbulent movement of 
liquid material from one site to another. It is a particular 30 large masses of the liquid fuel which has the effect of 
problem in liquid-propellant rockets, because the sloshing damping surface motions and to thereby Prevent or entirely 
of the liquid in the tanks can cause the rocket to deviate inhibit liquid sloshing. 
from its normal course of flight and may impair or nullify A more complete appreciation of the invention and 
an otherwise successful mission. Present methods of slosh many of the inherent advantages thereof will be more 
damping involve the use of bulky and heavy weight slosh 35 completely understood by reference to the following de- 
baffles attached to fuel tank sidewalls a t  various stations tailed description when considered in connection with the 
along the length of the tank. As the liquid fuel drains accompanying drawings wherein: 
from the tank, the baffles above thhe liquid surface cease FIG. 1 is a somewhat perspective, part sectional view 
to function since they are no longer in contact with the of a liquid container showing a buoyant anti-slosh system 
fuel. Furthermore, the baffles far below the surface are 40 according to the present invention; 
of little value until the fluid level reaches them since the FIG. 2 is a part sectional view of a modified flotation 
slosh modes are more prevalent along the surface of the unit and baffle SYstenl; 
liquid. The installation of a sufficient number of such FIG. 3 is a part sectional view of another modified 
baffles in a large liquid rocket tank also adds excess weight flotation unit and baffle system according to the Present 
which, in turn, reduces the rocket payload capability. 45 invention; and 
Another prior art system for damping and controlling FIG. 4 is a part sectional view of a further modified 
slosh of liquid in a container has involved capping of the baffle and flotation unit useful in the present invention. 
liquid with complex and weighty controls being required Referring now to the drawings wherein like numerals 
to maintain the cap in position as the liquid level changes. designate identical or corresponding parts throughout the 
These inherent disadvantages, as well as the weight penalty 50 several views, and most particularly to FIG. 1, there is 
caused by having to position baffles completely along the shown a liquid container or fuel tank 11 containing the 
length of the propellant fuel tank, demonstrate the need liquid fuel 12 therein. Tank 11 may be of any particular 
in the art for a simple, lightweight and efficient slosh configuration and may serve as the fuel tank for liquid 
damping system useful for liquid propellant rockets and propellant rockets, or the like, or for any other liquid 
the like. 55 tank which is adapted to be transported from one site to 
The present invention is an attempt to combine the another in which liquid sloshing might prove a handicap 
advantageous features of these known prior art systems to successful transportation thereof. In this embodiment, 
while minimizing the disadvantages thereof. a floating structure, generally designated by reference 
Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to numeral 15, is disposed on the surface of the liquid fuel 
provide a lightweight, reliable system for damping liquid 60 $2 to comprise the buoyant anti-slosh system of the 
slosh nornlally caused by vehicular movement. present invention. In actual opelation, container PI could 
Another object of the present invention is the provision initially be completeiy filled with liquid fuel 12 and flota- 
of a Boating baffle system for liquid propellant rockets tion structure 15 would be maintained against the top 
wherein slosh modes will be damped a(- all liquid fuel of the tank; however, the fuel level in lank $1 of FIG. 
levels. 65 1 is shown at less than full capacity to more clearly illus- 
Another object of the present invention is the provision trate the floating structure 15. 
of a surface float for liquid fuel tanks in which submerged As shown in this sectional view, structure 15 includes 
structure is provided with the surface float to inhibit liquid a pair of concentric annular floats designated by reference 
sloshing. numerals 17 and 19, respectively, with a membrane 21 
Yet another object of the present invention is a bafile 70 attached to each of the annular floats and maintaining 
system adapted to be carried on the surface of the liquid the floats in concentric relationship. A baffle structure 22, 
fuel in each manner as to inhibit sloshing. also of annular configuration, depends from floats 17, 19 
3,4 
e 
c 3  
and membrane 21 and spans the entire structure ci~curn- 
scribed by those members. Baffle str vcture 2 2  is provided 
with a plunality of pzrforat~ons thereth~ough, two of 
whlch ale des~pa ted  by refe~ence numeral 23, w~th  a 
central opening 24 being also provided therein. Central 
opening 24 in floating structure 15 is of essentially the 
same diameter as the inner ciicumference of annular float 
19 at its smallest end or where baffle structure 23 con- 
nects to the float, and of an increasing diameter to the 
tapered end of baffle structure 22. This baffle structure 22 
is designed to be maintained submerged in liquid pro- 
pellant 12 in tank 11 so as to inhibit movement of the 
floating structure which might be caused by liquid slosh- 
ing within the tank. Thus, although the floating structure 
is designed to move with the surface layer of the liquid 
fuel when slosh-inducing forces are imparted to con- 
tainer 11, the perforated baffle structure 22, which per- 
mits the flow of some liquid therethrough, will retard, 
or damp, any tendency of the liquid fuel to slosh above 
its normal suiface area. Floats 17 and 19 are provided 
with an internal compartment containing air or other 
suitable flotation medium to assist in maintaining struc- 
ture 15 on the liquid fuel surface. In addition, it is readily 
understandable that the entire stiucture 15 may be con- 
structed of any suitable lightweight metal, plastics or like 
material that is chemically inert to the liquid fuel com- 
position. 
Referring now more pal titularly to FIG. 2, a modified 
floating structure is shown and designated generally by 
reference numeral 25. Structure 25 includes three concen- 
trically arranged annular floats as designated by reference 
numerals 26, 27 and 28, respectively, with sleeve-like 
baffle structures being connected in-between each of the 
floats as well as along the interior of the innermost float 
and the exterior of the outermost float 26. These sleeve- 
like baffle structures are composed of any suitable flexible, 
perforated structure and extend slightly above the float- 
ing surfaces of floats 26, 27 and 28 and for a consider- 
able distance beneath the surface of these floating 
members. The flexible baffle members are designated by 
reference numerals 29, 30, 31 and 32, and as shown in 
the figure, the lowermost portion thereof is slightly 
t~lrned in toward the central axis of the flotation struc- 
ture 25. 
The operation of this embodiment is essentially the 
same as that previously described for the embodiment of 
FIG. 2. Thus, when a floating baffle such as 25 is posi- 
tioned on the surface of a liquid fuel or the like, any 
tendency of the liquid to vibrate, slosh, or otherwise 
move along the surface area thereof is retarded by the 
screen-like baffles 29, 30, 31 and 32. In the event that 
flotation structure 25 becomes slightly tipped so as to 
immerse one side of the structure into the liquid fuel 
12, the design of the baffle structure extending above the 
surface of floats 26, 27 and 28 will assist in retarding any 
slosh of the liquid while the flotation unit is in this posi- 
tion. 
The floating structure 35, as illustrated in FIG. 3, is 
very similar to that shown in FIG. 2. In this embodiment, 
four washer-lrke floats are employed and include an ex- 
te~ior  float 36, two intermediate floats 37 and 38 and an 
interior float 39. These Aoats are maintained in integral 
relationship by four nested cup-like baffle structures as 
designated by reference numerals 40, 41, 42 and 43, re- 
qpectlvely, and of decreasing s ~ e .  Thus, bame 40 IS con- 
nected to float 36 along the extertol circumference there- 
of with a slight portion of the bafile exiendlng above the 
surface of the float and the cup-like portion thereof de- 
pending below the float and adapted to remain submerged 
in the liquid fuel 12 when employing flotation structu~e 
35 as the buoyant anti-slosh system of the present in- 
vention. 
Similarly, bane  41 is attached to the exterior circum- 
ference of float 37 and the inteiior ci~cumference of 
float 36, nested within and spaced slightly from baffle 
43,584 
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$0; baFfle 42 is nested with~n and spaced sl~ghtly from 
bame 41, attached to the interior ciicumterence to float 
37 and the exteilor ci~cumference of float 38; and, baffle 
43 i~ nested w ~ t h r n  and spaced from bafTle 42, attached to 
the interiol ciicumference of float 38 and the exterio~ cir- 
cumference of float 39. Each of the baffles is provided with 
an opening at the base thereof essentially of the same 
diameter as the interior diameter of float 39 and, when in 
the nested position, these baffle openings are in alignment 
lo with the opening of washer-like float 39. As in the pre- 
v~ous embodiment, each of the baffle structures extends 
slightly above the floating surface of the floats. Baffles 40, 
41, 42 and 43 may also be provided with a plurality of 
perforations through the surfaces thereof as so desired. 
lj Referring now more particularly to FIG. 4, another 
embodiment of the flotation structure which can selve 
as the buoyant anti-slosh system of the present invention 
is sliown and generally designated by reference numeral 
45. In this embodiment, a single washer-like float 46 is 
20 provided in integlal connection with a thin rigid mem- 
brane washer 47 disposed along a plane with and fanned- 
out from the exterioi circumference thereof, and a thin 
rigid washer-like membrane 48 extending along the same 
plane from the intelior ci~cumference thereof. Alterna- 
25 tively, the membranes 47, 48 may be integral and under- 
ly the float 46 as illustrated in the drawing. Depending 
ftom and integral with membrane washer 48 is a thin- 
walled circular cylinder 51 which serves as the support 
for the depending baffle structule. An intermediate and 
30 lower structule form a pair of decreasing diameter 
washel-like baffles 49 and 50. Each of baffles 49 and 50 
is attached to the exterior of cylinder 51. As shown in 
FIG. 4, intermediate baffle structure 49 is of slightly 
smaller diameter than the exterior membrane 47, which 
35 floats on the surface of the liquid fuel, while lower 
baffle membe~ 50 is of yet a smaller diameter than baffle 
member 49. The operation of this embodiment is essen- 
tially the same as that described hereinbefore for units 
15, 25 and 35. Thus, any slosh mode acting on liquid 12 
40 would be first imparted to baffle structure 50 which 
would tend, by its design, to retard movement of the 
liquid fuel with any movement thereof that is not com- 
pletely reta~ded or damped being further retarded by 
baffle structure 49 prior to the movement or vibration 
45 of the liquid reaching the liquid surface to cause move- 
ment of the entire flotation structule 45. 
Each of the flotation structures 15, 25, 35 and 45 de- 
scribed hereinbefore has been desclibed with an opening 
through the longitudinal center thereof. This opening is 
50 designed to accommodate propellant lines which pass 
through the tank interior, essentially along the tank 
centerline, of some liquid propellant fuel tanks. These 
oxidizer-propellant lines are not shown in the drawings 
in the interest of clality. In addition, it is to be under- 
55 stood that the outer edges in each embodiment of the 
flotation units described heiein are of a flexible or re- 
silient nature. This circumferential structural feature is 
ewential to prevent puncture or damage to the tank wall. 
That is, in rocket flight, sudden changes in direction 
60 might cause the flotation unit to bump against the tank 
wall but due to the flexible or resilient exterior serving 
as a "bumpel" no damage will be caused to the tank 
wall. 
Each of the flotation structures 15, 25, 35 and 45 have 
65 also been shown and d e ~ c l l h ~ d  as being of a slightly 
tapered configuiatlor~ or a smaller diameter at the sub- 
~nelged end than at the floating surface. Some liquid 
ptopellant tanks ale provided wlth circt~lai ring stiffeners 
spaced along their interior surfaces (not shown) and the 
70 tapered design of the flotation units described herein 
readily slide by and not catch on these stiffeners as the 
fluid drains from the tank. 
From the above description, it is readily apparent that 
the invention described herein provides a system which 
75 greatly reduces the weight of previous baffle systems in 
3,443,584 
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liquid transporting containers and a system that is relia- (b) means maintaining said floats in concentric 
ble in use and cheap and easy to manufacture and main- relationship, 
tain in operative condition. Although specific materials (c) baffle means depending from said floats and 
have not been described for constiuction of tank I f ,  it is adapted to remain submerged in the liquid fuel, 
readily apparent that any liquid container that is used said baffle and float combination serving to damp large 
presently to transport liquid from one site to another and amplitude first mode slosh and to substantially damp 
in which slosh-inducing forces might be imparted there- other slosh modes of said liquid fuel at all fuel levels 
to, are readily adaptable for use with the present inven- as the file1 is consumed by said vehicle and otherwise 
tion. In the same light, no specific material has been de- subjected to slosh inducing forces due to vehicular 
scribed for the various flotation structures described and movement, and 
shown herein, it being understood that any suitable flota- wherein said means maintaining said floats in concentric 
tion material, such for example, inflatable structures or relationship is an annular membrane and said baffle means 
other buoyant means may be employed as the float units is an annular structure spanning said annular floats and 
in the embodiments described with the only essential re- said membrane, said annular structure being provided with 
quirement being that the material used to construct the 15 a plurality of perforations therein to permit fluid flow 
baffles and the floats must, by the very nature of the SYs- therethrough and thereby assist in the damping of slosh. 
terns to which they are to be employed, be chemically 2. Apparatus for damping sloth of a liquid in a tank 
inert to the liquid on which the floating structures are or the like comprising: 
adapted to be maintained. Additionally, although the in- a tank for containing and transporting liquid and adapt- 
vention has been described as utilizing only one flotation 20 able for movement from one site to another site, 
unit in a tank, it is to be understood that the use of a means carried by said tank and supported on the surface 
plurality of flotation units to essentially cover or cap the of the liquid in said tank for damping slosh of said 
liquid fuel surface is also considered within the scope of liquid as said tank is transported from one site to an- 
the present invention. other, 
AS described hereinbefore, in each of the embodiments 25 said means including integral floating and submerged 
of the present invention, the various tanks are designed structures, 
so that in the beginning operation thereof, the tanks may each of said structures forming liquid baffle means, 
be completely filled with the liquid fuel with the float- said floating structure comprising an annular float, 
ing structure thereon being maintained adjacent the top a pair of concentric membranes disposed, respectively, 
surface of the tank. AS the liquid level decreases due to 30 on the interior and exterior circumference of said 
fuel consumption and the like, the liquid level will move annular float, 
away from the top of the tank structure creating a void a thin-walled cylindrical membrane integral with and 
which normally causes or presents an area that permits depending from the opening of the interior concentric 
sloshing of the liquid fuel. The present invention in which membrane, and, 
the buoyant anti-slosh system is maintained on the snr- 35 a pair of annular membranes integral with the exterior 
face of the liquid level damps or inhibits the sloshing of said cylindrical membrane and disposed in spaced 
tendency by retarding any liquid motion, should the level relationship along the length of said cylindrical mem- 
surface of the liquid become disturbed by the sloshing brane. 
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